Objectives: To systematically classify the clinical impact of computerized clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) in inpatient care. Materials and Methods: Medline, Cochrane Trials, and Cochrane Reviews were searched for CDSS studies that assessed patient outcomes in inpatient settings. For each study, 2 physicians independently mapped patient outcome effects to a predefined medical effect score to assess the clinical impact of reported outcome effects. Disagreements were measured by using weighted kappa and solved by consensus. An example set of promising disease entities was generated based on medical effect scores and risk of bias assessment. To summarize technical characteristics of the systems, reported input variables and algorithm types were extracted as well. Results: Seventy studies were included. Five (7%) reported reduced mortality, 16 (23%) reduced life-threatening events, and 28 (40%) reduced non-life-threatening events, 20 (29%) had no significant impact on patient outcomes, and 1 showed a negative effect (weighted j: 0.72, P < .001). Six of 24 disease entity settings showed high effect scores with medium or low risk of bias: blood glucose management, blood transfusion management, physiologic deterioration prevention, pressure ulcer prevention, acute kidney injury prevention, and venous thromboembolism prophylaxis. Most of the implemented algorithms (72%) were rule-based. Reported input variables are shared as standardized models on a metadata repository. Discussion and Conclusion: Most of the included CDSS studies were associated with positive patient outcomes effects but with substantial differences regarding the clinical impact. A subset of 6 disease entities could be filtered in which CDSS should be given special consideration at sites where computer-assisted decision-making is deemed to be underutilized. Registration number on PROSPERO: CRD42016049946.
Recent meta-analyses of CDSS effects on patient outcomes are limited to randomized controlled studies, due to methodological issues such as spurious precision, confounding, and potentially stronger selective reporting biases in nonrandomized studies. 4 Bright et al. 3 and Moja et al. 5 conducted a meta-analysis applying fixed-effects models and random-effects models on randomized controlled CDSS studies. Both concluded that there was low to moderate evidence for reduced morbidity as a pooled patient outcome and low evidence for reduced mortality. Moja et al. 5 mentioned that high heterogeneity of outcome effects might depend on the disease entity. Therefore, a filtered list of disease entities, in which CDSS succeeded more frequently, would be helpful to identify promising candidate use cases for implementation in clinical practice. While a meta-analysis is applied on a single common outcome or a pooled outcome such as morbidity, a qualitative approach would be capable of weighting different outcome effects according to clinical importance perceived by physicians.
The following 2 unanswered questions formed the rationale for this qualitative review.
Are there specific disease entities for which CDSSs succeeded more frequently?
Kawamoto et al. 1 and Roshanov et al. 6 identified contextual success factors of CDSS implementation to improve patient care. For instance, systems more likely to succeed provided advice for patients in addition to practitioners, or required practitioners to supply a reason for overriding CDSS advice. While those factors should be considered for CDSS implementation in general, another factor that is not analyzed is the targeted disease entity.
The disease entity represents the medical condition or event for which the CDSS intervention is intended to support prevention, diagnosis, or treatment. It can be a crucial factor associated with success or failure of CDSS implementation, since different disease entities are associated with differences regarding patient characteristics, health providers' backgrounds, clinical workflows in hospital routines, or any other disease-specific requirements of a CDSS.
This review aims to filter CDSS studies by their targeted disease and where they mainly reported on patient outcome improvements. Those disease entities represent clinical use cases where CDSS implementation could benefit patient care.
To what extent are the reported outcome effects clinically important?
Clinical importance varied among different patient outcomes that were evaluated. Patient outcomes of different clinical importance can be assessed (1) among different CDSS studies or (2) within the same CDSS study.
To provide an example of the first category: A CDSS that was applied in a study that showed a reduction in the incidence of postoperative nausea (outcome 1) may be of less clinical importance than a system that was applied in a study for the prophylaxis of venous thromboembolism (VTE) that showed a reduction in the incidence of pulmonary embolisms (outcome 2), one of the most preventable causes of in-hospital death. 8 To provide an example for the second category: The CDSS for VTE prophylaxis is associated with several outcome effects. It could reduce the incidence of deep vein thrombosis (outcome 1) or pulmonary embolism (outcome 2). Again, outcome 2 is more closely related to mortality. A CDSS study that showed a significant improvement in both outcomes should be rated higher in terms of clinical importance than a study that only showed a reduction in deep vein thrombosis.
Of course, individual risk of bias assessment based on study design characteristics should be taken into account when comparing outcomes of different studies.
To our knowledge, different levels of clinical importance in CDSS study outcomes have not been assessed previously. This study aimed to close this gap by applying a predefined medical effect score to classify and summarize all outcome findings of each CDSS study.
We aimed to identify specific disease entities most impacted by CDSS and to assess the significance of their clinical impact by conducting a physician-driven review of recent CDSS studies that had a CDSS as the main study intervention, evaluated at least 1 patient outcome measurement, and included a control group that represented the usual care with no components of the CDSS involved. No further restrictions on study participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, or study design were applied.
Risk of bias assessment was performed to account for different study quality characteristics. The goal was to identify disease entities in which CDSS studies showed high medical effect and moderate risk of bias and therefore should be carefully considered by clinicians and IT experts for implementation at hospital sites.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

General requirements
The review was designed to meet the 27-item checklist "Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses," 9 a tool to assess reporting quality. The a priori design of this study has been registered on the PROSPERO register for systematic reviews (no. CRD42016049946).
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Data sources and study selection is frequently used in the literature, will be used for this review: "A CDSS is any electronic system designed to aid directly in clinical decision making, in which characteristics of individual patients are used to generate patient-specific assessments or recommendations that are then presented to clinicians for consideration."
Search strategy
The search strategy was developed by an information specialist and is based on 2 recent systematic reviews 2,7 on health information sys- Articles referenced in all included articles and reviews were considered for further inclusion. Search terms applied on PubMed are provided in Figure 1 .
Two search phases were required for the entire screening. The first started in July 2015 (articles screened were published between January 2005 and July 2015), and a second updated search started in April 2016 (articles screened were published between July 2015 and April 2016). Table 1 lists all study selection criteria, which were applied to every study within the search results.
Title and abstract screening was conducted by 1 reviewer (JV), full-text screening by 2 independent reviewers (JV, MK). Disagreements were resolved by consensus.
Conference proceedings were also considered if listed within the sources.
Data extraction and synthesis
Evaluating study quality and fostering future reimplementation Details on study participants, interventions, outcome results, study design, and further study characteristics such as disease entity of interest, health care setting (eg, study country, single or multiple hospitals involved), patient sample sizes, sample size calculations, statistical methods for baseline analysis, and confounder adjustments were extracted independently by 2 reviewers (JV, MK) from every included study wherever reported. A data abstraction form was piloted and finalized to standardize all necessary data extraction items and is available in Supplementary Table S1 . Principal study designs were: (1) randomized controlled, (2) nonrandomized interventional or pre/post with at least 1 prospective study arm, and (3) purely retrospective as retrospective cohorts or case-control studies. Randomization was distinguished by: (1) patient, (2) health care professional, and (3) site or ward levels. Based on the availability of reported characteristics, 2 biostatisticians (MK, SS) used a standardized approach recommended by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 13 which was also used by a recent systematic CDSS review by Bright et al. 3 to independently evaluate overall risk of bias (low, medium, high) 13 for each study. This approach was applicable to all principal study designs. Criteria for risk of bias assessment and justification comments are provided in Supplementary Table S2 . Subsequently, the ratings of both biostatisticians were compared, and any differences were resolved by consensus.
To facilitate technical reimplementation and linkage with existing electronic medical record systems, we extracted necessary input variables of all CDSSs and established interoperable input data models according to Operational Data Model, 14 a format supported by the Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency for the exchange of metadata in clinical trials. Those models are provided on our metadata repository, 15 a registered European information infrastructure, and can be downloaded in various formats for reuse in different hospital information systems. This way, patient-related input variables that were used within the included CDSS studies and were crucial for information processing and the logics of the systems are defined in a harmonized and structured way and can be reused for future implementation. Additionally, the algorithm of each CDSS, if described in the original articles, was classified by a major inference technique 16 (eg, rule-based system using if-then logic, Bayesian inference, or neural networks).
Medical effect score and generation of an example set of promising disease entities Two physicians (JV, SIG) used the extracted data from the previous step and the original full-text articles to independently rate the overall medical effect of each study on a categorical point scale. For each study, they independently summarized all reported outcome findings with 1 medical effect score. The score represents the physicianperceived impact on the patient's overall medical condition. Similar to the American Society of Anesthesiologists' classification 17 to rate patients' preoperative health, the score both physicians used assessed the relatedness to life-threatening conditions or mortality as a key indicator. By definition, studies showing significantly reduced mortality received the highest rating. Table 2 shows the definitions of the categorical point scale that was used to assess the medical effect of every outcome event (eg, reduction of the incidence of pulmonary embolisms from 10% to 7%) in 1 study. The definitions of the medical effect scores had been prespecified prior to the start of the medical assessment of each study and were not changed during or after the assessment.
All ratings except for 1 required statistical significance. If a study provided multiple positive or nonsignificant outcome events, the outcome event with the highest rating (indicating the most clinically important event) was considered. If the outcome events were contrary (at least 1 positive and at least 1 negative outcome event) within 1 study, a rating of 1 was given. If 1 outcome event was negative and all others were nonsignificant, a negative effect was summarized. This scoring did not favor the type of outcome (primary vs secondary), though some studies may have been powered for the primary outcome. The rationale for this approach was to avoid neglecting potentially important secondary outcomes and to conduct our medical evaluation regardless of the CDSS study investigator's choice of the most important outcome.
The scores that were given by the 2 physicians were then compared to measure interrater reliability based on weighted kappa statistics. Details of the calculations are provided in Supplementary  Table S3 . Score differences were then resolved by consensus.
Generation of an example set of promising disease entities should take into account the relative frequency of studies with a positive medical effect and moderate risk of bias within the disease entity. The following definitions were used: A disease entity was defined to be common if it was represented in at least 2 included CDSS studies. A common disease entity was defined to be promising if the majority (>50%) of CDSS studies within that disease entity had (1) at least 3 points or greater (medium positive effect or more) on the medical effect score and (2) medium or low risk of bias in statistical assessment.
RESULTS
Search selection
After removal of duplicates, 19 590 articles were screened, of which 3109 were rejected by titular review, 16 346 by abstract review, and 69 by full-text review. Four additional articles were identified from other reviews and expert opinions, resulting in a final set of 70 CDSS studies (Figure 2) . The full list of included and excluded articles can be found via supplementary link S7.
CDSS study characteristics
Nonrandomized studies with a pre/post analysis or cohort studies with prospective data collection as a principal study design were most common (47%, n ¼ 33), followed by randomized controlled studies (28%, n ¼ 20) and purely retrospective ones (25%, n ¼ 18). An overall increase in published CDSS studies can be observed over time (2005: 4 studies; 2015: 11 studies), which is mainly associated with the increase in nonrandomized prospective studies; see Supplementary Figure S4 for details. An overview of the different study designs with risk of bias assessment is provided in Supplementary  Figure S5 . Fifty-one studies (73%) implemented CDSSs in single hospitals, while the rest managed to run CDSSs in multiple hospitals. Regarding the inference types of all CDSSs, most of them were rule-based systems 18 (72%), followed by Bayesian inference networks 19 (6%). The rest of the systems (22%) did not provide any description of their algorithms. Full details on required study designs, patient and disease characteristics, study results, and risk of bias assessments are provided in Supplementary Table S1 .
Electronic input data models of each CDSS are provided on our metadata repository for technical reimplementation in various data formats.
20 Figure 3 exemplifies an extract of a standardized form that represents the input of the CDSS in the study by Mitchell et al., 21 which used a comprehensive set of input variables to determine indication of VTE prophylaxis.
Medical effect scores and promising disease entities
There was substantial 22 interrater reliability (weighted j: 0.72, P < .0001) between the 2 physicians who independently assigned medical effect scores; see Figure 4 for differences of specific rating values. Of 70 included studies, 25 (36%) reported on mortality. Five were associated with significant mortality reduction. Sixteen studies (23%) showed a strong positive effect by reducing life-threatening events. Twenty (29%) showed a medium positive effect by reducing non-life-threatening events that required medical treatment. Eight studies (11%) showed a light positive effect by reducing non-lifethreatening events that did not necessarily require medical treatment.
Twenty studies (29%) showed no or nonsignificant effect on overall medical condition. One study implemented a blood glucose management system, which had a negative impact as a result of increased hypoglycemic events. Figure 5 provides an overview of all included studies and the proportions of medical effect score values and risk of bias assessments.
Twenty-four disease entities were identified. Twelve of them were common disease entities (at least n ¼ 2 studies reporting). Figure 6 breaks down Figure 5 to show results (medical effect scores and risk of bias) specifically for the 12 common disease entities.
Based on medical effect and risk of bias assessment, 6 disease entities were identified as promising: (1) blood glucose management (n ¼ 14 studies), (2) blood transfusion management (n ¼ 5), (3) physiologic deterioration prevention/physiologic surveillance (n ¼ 4), (4) pressure ulcer prevention (n ¼ 2), (5) acute kidney injury prevention (n ¼ 2), and (6) VTE prophylaxis (n ¼ 15). For the 6 promising disease entities, Table 3 lists results of medical effect scores with justification details. The full list of all study characteristics (including participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes details) and results of medical effect score evaluation, risk of bias assessment, and disease entity assignment is available in Supplementary Table S1 .
DISCUSSION
The increase in CDSS studies noted in this review confirms the findings by Brenner et al. 2 that the overall number of CDSS studies is increasing per year, while the number of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) remains consistently low. Though RCTs represent the gold standard as a principal study design, this review found evidence that some RCTs had even higher risk of bias than nonrandomized studies as a result of small sample sizes, contamination effects, or the lack of adjustment for confounders. Future RCTs should address those issues.
The exemplary set of promising disease entities was identified based on the procedures, definitions, and criteria established for this review. More or less restrictive thresholds could be adapted to Figure 5 for the common disease entities (2 studies); eg, 15 studies dealt with venous thromboembolism prophylaxis, and 8 showed a strong positive medical effect, of which approximately one-third (3/8) were rated as low risk of bias. Disease entities with a bold frame were identified as promising according to previous definition.
change the set of studies analyzed and the promising disease entities identified.
A crucially important aspect of CDSS is under what circumstances it requires regulatory approval as a medical device. Though all studies received study approval, only 3 of them reported medical device approval. For dissemination of CDSS from a study context to daily routine practice, approval as a medical device is inevitable for systems that directly affect clinical processes or patient outcomes. 64, 65 Since the majority of studies (73%) report on single hospital implementations, further studies should consider CDSSs within multicenter hospitals, to account for both organizational site-specific factors and technical diversities regarding hospital information systems. 3 
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Refer to Supplementary Table S1 for full details of study design and study outcome characteristics. Study design: 1 ¼ randomized controlled trial, 2 ¼ nonrandomized with 1 prospective study arm, 3 ¼ nonrandomized, purely retrospective. MEC ¼ medical effect score; VTE ¼ venous thromboembolism; MAP ¼ mean arterial pressure.
Most of the implemented systems were rule-based and applied simple if-then logic. This underlines the potential ease of technical reimplementation and traceability.
CDSSs are sociotechnical systems. Ascertaining sociotechnical CDSS success factors was not the scope of our analysis. Information on those factors was rarely reported in the original study articles. Rhoshanov et al. 6 sought to identify key sociotechnical success factors based on meta-regression of RCTs and summarized 3 factors that could increase the odds of success: (1) systems that require practitioners to provide reasons when overriding advice, (2) systems that provide advice concurrently to patients and practitioners, and (3) systems developed by the authors. However, those results are not supported by our observations. For the 6 promising disease entities, we could not identify a disease-independent common rule for why some systems succeeded and some did not. Our review was restricted to studies that evaluated at least 1 patient outcome in inpatient settings, while Rhoshanov et al. 6 also included studies that did not evaluate patient outcomes, but processes of care in outpatient settings. It is known that most of the CDSS studies evaluate processes of care but not patient outcomes. 7 Thus, the aforementioned factors may rather adhere to benefits for clinical processes and/or outpatient settings. Based on the 2 disease entity settings with the most published CDSS studies (VTE prophylaxis and blood glucose management), we would like to conclude with 2 key sociotechnical characteristics that we believe are beneficial regarding the clinical impact of CDSS.
Existence of a comprehensive and reasonable disease-related knowledge base
Some disease entities are associated with medical events where risk prediction is easily inferable by a set of well-known evidencebased patient risk variables and formalized rule sets or algorithms. Ideally, these variables are accessible from the patient's medical record at the point of care with sufficient data quality. Disease entities or medical events for which knowledge of risk prediction is not available or is hard to formalize for machine readability pose a challenge. In addition, this knowledge base (input variables and inferences) should output alerts or recommendations of high specificity to reduce "alert fatigue" and should be customizable according to local requirements or new knowledge input. 66 
Integration with all relevant hospital stakeholders
Although it is known that CDSSs can foster guideline adherence, 3 some hospital sites may already have high adherence to officially recommended guidelines. Therefore, implementation should be carefully considered among local clinicians, quality management experts, and IT staff. When planning to implement a CDSS, system testing and validation 67 should be considered by IT staff and all system users. Extensive risk analysis as to what could potentially go wrong with the system or what would be the worst case for patients should be elaborated and concluded with appropriate risk-mitigating measures. For instance, an insulin dosing system that could potentially suggest overdosing could be coupled with a hypoglycemia bundle to prevent potentially life-threatening hypoglycemic events. 36 Before running the CDSS in the real-world setting, on-site promotion, education, and training of system users could raise the awareness of the system and the disease entity. 68 The full list of noticeable observations of sociotechnical characteristics of CDSSs, with an aim to explain why some CDSSs may have succeeded or failed within this review, is provided under S6 in the supplement and should be taken into account when reimplementing CDSSs at other hospital sites.
Strengths and limitations
As with all reviews, selective outcome reporting or publication bias is a given, since positive outcome effects are more likely to be published than nonsignificant or negative ones. 69 Additionally, we relied on the publication standards of the journals to rule out studies with financial dependencies between authors and vendors of CDSSs that were assessed.
To analyze a comprehensive set of CDSS studies that were recently published (since 2005), we included studies with heterogeneous study design and could not focus only on high-quality RCTs. The benefit of this search strategy was a larger sample size of published CDSS studies, and therefore the ability to remain focused on recently developed CDSSs working in the context of modern electronic health care systems. Thus, older studies (eg, from the 1990s) with CDSSs having limited access to structured electronic medical records were excluded. The downside is limited comparability of study outcomes resulting from different study designs. Similar to Brenner et al., 2 a standardized assessment of individual study characteristics was taken into account. To our knowledge, this is the first review with an assessment that assigned individual patient outcome to a medical effect score regarding the patient's overall medical condition. This complements existing meta-analyses of CDSS studies that are limited to single outcome analyses of randomized controlled studies. The medical effect score enabled clinical weighting of different outcome effects of different studies. The strength of this scoring is that it allows clinical comparisons of intervention systems across different disease entities, since different outcome events were categorized according to a predefined concept of clinical importance. One limitation of the score is that in case of multiple outcomes, per-study differences in outcome type (primary vs secondary outcome) were not taken into account. However, only 41 of 70 included studies (59%) defined a primary outcome, and only 28 studies (40%) had patient outcome as the primary outcome.
For those 28 studies, one could have chosen only the primary outcome, especially when the outcomes were mixed. However, the primary outcome is the measure that a study investigator considers to be most relevant to the study and might not represent the most important outcome of clinical significance. It is problematic if only the primary outcome is chosen and secondary outcomes, which could indicate harmful events, are neglected. As an example, Kalfon et al. 34 studied a CDSS that had no apparent effect on mortality (primary outcome), but led to significant increases in severe hypoglycemia (secondary outcome). In this case, our scoring methodology evaluated a negative outcome summary, which is more cautious. As a counterexample, in studies with positive and nonsignificant outcome events, our scoring would choose the outcome event with the highest rating (indicating the clinically most important event). This could overrate studies that only had a positive secondary outcome but a less positive or neutral primary outcome. There was only one study 40 with this characteristic, which would have received a rating of 2 instead of our rating of 3. Studies with contrary outcomes (positive and negative effects) were not found in this review.
Due to the lack of standardized medical effect scores, we could not reuse validated scores or instruments to weight different medical outcome effects. Weighted j statistics (>0.7) showed high agreement between 2 independent physicians, which underlines the reproducibility of our results if different physicians were to use the score.
Outcome measurements such as quality of life and mental health contribute substantially to a patient's overall health, but these were not reported in the included CDSS studies.
CONCLUSION
Though most (70%) of the included CDSS studies reported positive patient outcome effects, there are substantial differences regarding the clinical importance of improved patient outcomes. Among different clinical use cases of CDSS implementation, a small exemplary subset of disease entities could be identified in which CDSSs mostly improved patient outcomes by preventing significantly harmful events. Those disease entities should be given special consideration at sites where computer-assisted decision-making is underutilized.
